INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to give some structure theorem of certain integrally closed ideals in Noetherian rings.
Let A be a Noetherian ring and I an ideal of A. Then an element x of A is said to be integral over Z if x satisfies an equation x" + c, x"-' + . . . + c, = 0 in A with ci E I'. The integral closure I of Z is by definition the set of elements in A which are integral over Z and the ideal Z is called integrally closed if f= I. Let uA(Z) (resp. ht, I) denote the smallest number of elements in systems of generators for Z (resp. the height of I). Let Min, A/Z be the set of minimal prime divisors of I.
In this paper we shall study the problem when the ideals Z of A such that uA(Z) = ht, Z are integrally closed and our result is stated as follows: THEOREM ( 1.1). Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A and assume that uA(Z) = ht, I= r. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) I=z. When this is the case, AssA AfZ= Min, A/Z and Z is generated by an A-regular sequence.
(Here lAp(ZAp +p'A,/p*A,) denotes the length of the A,-module IA, + P*A,/P*A,.)
SHIRO GOT0
As consequences of (1.1) we have COROLLARY (1.2) ([2] and [3] ).
With the same assumption usin (1.1) suppose fi = I. Then I is generated by an A-regular sequence and I" = I" for all n 3 1.
COROLLARY ( 1.3). With the same assumption as in ( 1.1 ), suppose that r B 1. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) The Rees ring R(Z) = 0, >,, Z" is normal.
(2) I=Z and A is normal.
(3) (a) A,, is regular and lAp( IA, + p2A,/p2A,) 3 r -1 for p E Ass, AJI and (b) A, is normal for p E Spec A\ V(Z).
We will prove Theorem ( 1.1) and Corollary ( 1.3) in Section 4. Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to some preliminary steps which we need to prove (1.1) and (1.3). We shall restrict, in Section 3, our attention to the case where A is a local ring and I is a parameter ideal for A; a series of equivalent conditions to the integral closedness of Z, including a criterion in terms of Proj R(I), shall be given (Theorem (3.1)). We will discuss, in Section 2, a part of the theory of m-full ideals that plays a key role in the proof of both (1.1) and (3.1) (cf. (2.3) and (4.2)).
In [3] , Katz discussed a similar theme as ours and gave a few remarks on it. Here it should be mentioned that according to our Theorem (1.1)(3), his main theorem is false' and the proof of Corollary 6 and 7 in the paper does not work; a complete proof is supplied by our paper and as is generalized in our Theorem (1.1) his assertions Corollaries 6 and 7 are true.
In what follows let A be a Noetherian ring. Given an ideal Z of A, let f denote the integral closure of I.
m-FULL IDEALS
In this section we assume that A is a local ring with maximal ideal m. Let I be a fixed ideal of A. DEFINITION (2.1). We say that Z is m-full, if ml: x = Z for some x E m. (2) * (1) Choose x E m\m2 so that m = Z+ xA. Then we get uA(Z) = l,(ml: xfml) = d by (2.2). Hence Z= ml: x, as I,(Z/mZ) = I,(ml: x/ml).
In case A is an integral domain, the next result (2.4) is due to D. Rees (unpublished).
THEOREM (2.4). I=&iY).
Assume that A/m is infinite. If I= I, then I is m-full or Proof: Since the ideal 1/d@) of the ring A/m is integrally closed, passing to A/J@?) we may assume A to be reduced. We further assume (0) # I $ A. Let X be an indeterminate over A and put u = X-', T= A[{cXICEI), X-'1 in A[X, X-l]. Let Sdenote theintegralclosureof Tin its total quotient ring. Then US n A = I. Since S is isomorphic to a direct product of a finite number of Krull domains, we get a primary decomposition uS=Q,nQ,n '.. nQ, of US with each Pi = & a height 1 prime ideal of S. We put Vi = S, and ni= PiVi. Claim 1. Vi is a DVR and mVi#(0) for any 1 <idr.
In fact since T is reduced, the ring Vi appears as one of the essential valuation rings in the derived normal ring of T/P for some P E Ass T. Let p=PnA.
Then as P$u and as
Hence P=pA[X,X-']nTandpEAssA. Thus mVi#(0) asp#m.
It follows from Claim 1 that m q n, . m Vi n A for any 1 < id r. Hence as A/m is infinite, we may choose x E m so that x $ U;= ,(n,. mV,n A). Then mVj = x Vi for all 1 < i < r. Moreover we have Claim 2. ml: x = I.
In fact let y E ml: x. Then as xy/l E ml/, . IVi, we get y/l E IV, c Qi Vi whence YE Qi for each i. Thus YE (n;=, Qi) n A =I. As the inclusion ml: x 2 I is clear, we have ml: x = I Thus I is m-full. where X is an indeterminate over A, we may assume A/m to be infinite. Then I is m-full or I= ,/@j by (2.4). Thus the conclusion follows from (2.3).
INTEGRAL CLOSEDNESS OF PARAMETER IDEALS
Throughout this section we assume that A is a local ring with maximal ideal m and d= dim A > 1. Let I= (a,, a2 ,..., ad) A be a fixed parameter ideal for A and put R = Q II a ,, I", the Rees ring of I. Usually we identify R The purpose of this section is to prove the following THEOREM (3.1). The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) R is normal.
(2) depth A > 0 and Proj R is normal.
(3) F=I"foruNn>l.
(4) r=z.
(5) A is unmixed and B, is a DVR.
(6) A is regular and f,(Z+ m2/m2) > d-1.
For this purpose we need a few preliminaries. We put p*=pA[l/u,]nB for each pESpecA such that pda,. Note that p* E Spec B, p = p* n A, and A, = B,..
LEMMA (3.2). (1) dim B = d.
(2) P is a height 1 prime ideal of B and P = m. Assertion (5) now follows, since a, is B-regular.
Let e(A) (resp. e(B,)) denote the multiplicity of A (resp. Br). for some 1 <i<r.
PROPOSITION (3.3). e(B,) > e(A).

Proof
Assume the contrary and choose s 2 1 so that bf is in mJ" for all ldidr.
Let G=Q..oJ"/J"+l and put fi = bj mod J2. Then as f; E mG, we see that all f% are nilpotent in G whence d = dim G = O-this is a contradiction.
We are now ready to prove Theorem (3.1).
Proof of Theorem (3.1).
(l)*(3)+ (4) and ( It is enough to check that V(Z) is (R,) and (S,). Let p E V(Z) and assume depth A, < 1. Then r = 1 and Z= aA for some nonzerodivisor a of A (cf. (1.1 ), the last assertions). Consequently p E Ass, A/I and hence by assumption (a), A, is a DVR. Thus V(Z) is (R,) and (S,).
(2) = (1) The ring R is integrally closed in A [Xl, because 7;; = Z" for all n > 1 by ( 1.1). Notice that R and A [X] have a common total quotient ring, since I contains a nonzero-divisor of A. Then we get R is normal, as A[X] is. This completes the proof of (1.3).
